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….the past and the present

“The increase of world population amplified humanity’s 
impact on the environment. To provide space, food, and 
resources in a sustainable way into the distant future is without 
question one of the large, serious challenges for our generation”.

In this context, the number of overfished stocks around the 
world has tripled, FAO recently stated that 1/3 of the assessed 
fisheries worldwide are “pushed beyond their biological limits”.

…moreover overfishing is intensified by the catches of 
unwanted loss of billions of fish and invertebrates along with top 
predators                                        



….and the future…..

Fishing-induced ecosystem changes often occur in regions 
already impacted by changing environmental conditions 
under influence from both natural climate variability and 
climate change affects …

…..the management is getting even more challenging…..

Fishery and climate impacts are generally assessed over 
short- and long- time scales respectively, however these 
pressures co-occurred and it’s important to untangling their 
conflicts and/or synergies on impacting marine ecosystems.
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The facts…………..

• Since the last 30 years UK landings of all demersal decreased due to a 
reduction of fishing mortality for all demersal species partly designed 
to protect cod (in overfishing)

• Since 2000, in this low fishing mortality environment, saithe and hake
have thrived and other gadoids (cod and whiting) and pelagic fish 
(esp. herring) continue to decrease. 

Why? 

Could warning climate also helped these changes?

Because saithe and hake are strong 
predators of other gadoids and 
pelagic species respectively…..

Importance of considering predation 
and competition in fishing 

management policy  



Results: water temperature hindcasting
The Hadley Centre Global Sea Surface and IPCC future scenarios



Methods: adding the temperature species 
preferences and water temperature time-series

𝑄𝑖𝑗 =
𝑎𝑖𝑗 ∗ 𝑣𝑖𝑗 ∗ 𝐵𝑖 𝑡 ∗ 𝐵𝑗

2 ∗ 𝑣𝑖𝑗+𝑎𝑖𝑗 ∗ 𝐵𝑗  𝑡 
∗ 𝑓 𝐸𝑛𝑣𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 , 𝑡  

Predator-prey interaction consumption rates aij= effective search rate 
vij= vulnerability 
Bi= prey biomass
Bj= predator biomass



Results: water temperature predictions

R2, p-value SST AMO_smoothed AMO_unsmoothed NAOI PP_anomaly

SST 1 0.65 0.67 0.36 0.50

AMO_smoothed *** 1 082 -0.22 0.72

AMO_unsmoothed *** *** 1

NAOI ** – ** 1 0.25

PP_anomaly ** *** ** – 1



Results: water temperature predictions



Results: scenarios

• Status quo: fishing mortality set at 2013 value

• MSY+RCP2.6: FMSY+ RCP 2.6

• MSY+RCP4.5: FMSY+ RCP 4.5

• MSY+RCP6.0: FMSY+ RCO 6.0

• MSY+RCP8.5: FMSY+ RCP 8.5
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Response functions to temperature: which shape?

Standard 
deviations to 
define skewness 
were calculated 
using a split-
Gaussian function



Response functions to temperature
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‘Pros and Cons' 
Taking in consideration a more sensitive 

thermal niche envelop 
Overestimating the scaling consumption 

off a narrow range of optimal conditions
(especially under warming conditions)



Response functions to temperature: which shape?

‘Pros and Cons' 
Active link with Aquamaps/Ecospace, drag 

the functions directly into EWE
Uniform distribution of population between 

10th-90th percentiles of the distributions



Response functions to temperature: which shape?

Response function built using species 
distribution statistical models
‘Pros and Cons' 

High accuracy for the specific case of study
Not possible to infer the same function for 

other ecosystems



Response functions to temperature: which shape?

They performed a large analysis evaluated 
the thermal-abundance distribution for 
reef fish species and quantified the shapes 
of the response functions.

They modelled variation between tropical 
and temperate guilds in the shape of 
species-specific thermal-abundance 
distributions
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• Most species showed a “Gaussian” 
shape thermal-abundance 
distributions with asymmetrical 
distributions for many species (cold-
left-skewed)

• Tropical species, cold- left-skewed 
• Standard deviations to define 

skewness were calculated using a 
split-Gaussian function



Response functions to temperature: which shape?

Areas with warming (the North Atlantic) see strong shifts towards warm-water species dominance”



With climate change….

by 2050 11.3°C
by 2100 12.5°C

By 2050 under 
IPCC RCP8.5

By 2100 under 
IPCC RCP8.5 Conclusion: response functions to 

temperature: shape matters!
and we need to test the model 
sensitivity to these shapes
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